Abstract-Refactoring is a method to change a source-code's structure without modifying its semantics and was first introduced for object-oriented code. Since then refactorings were defined for relational databases too. But database refactorings must be treated differently because a database schema's structure defines semantics used by other applications to access the data in the schema. Thus, many database refactorings may break interaction with other applications if not treated appropriately. We discuss problems of database refactoring in regard to Java code and present sql-schema-comparer, a library to detect refactorings of database schemes. The sql-schema-comparer library is our first step to more advanced tools supporting developers in their database refactoring efforts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Relational databases provide sophisticated functions for data persistence and retrieval [1] . In relational databases, data is stored according to a relational schema [2] . A relational schema predefines the logical structure of data.
Software applications are subject to change because of changing requirements and business conditions. However, adapting software applications may also require the adaption of the relational schema and vice versa.
Refactoring is a methodology to transform source code in such a way that the source-code's functionality is preserved [3] . Refactorings are specific code transformations and were first defined for object-oriented source code. But refactorings exist for relational databases too [4] , [5] . Relational refactorings enable developers and database administrators to improve the structure of a relational schema without changing the informational semantics of the relational schema. Thus, a relational schema provides the same information before and after a relational refactoring.
Different APIs for many programming language exist to access relational databases. However, how APIs access data in the relational database depends on the structure defined by the relational schema. Thus, if the relational schema changes, e.g. because of refactoring, database access may be broken. Broken database access may only be noticed by integration tests or at runtime.
State-of-the-art IDEs provide information about syntactical changes or errors before integration or runtime tests take effect. Hence, the information can enable software developers to recognize and correct syntactic and some semantic errors already during development. We argue that information about syntactical changes in database schemes can ease the problems of database refactoring.
In the following we first present two techniques for accessing a relational database with the programming language Java. Then, we describe how database refactoring affects database access from Java. In Sec. III we give a more general explanation of problems resulting from database refactorings. Furthermore, we propose an approach to automatically detect database schema modifications affecting database interaction and present the sql-schema-comparer library that implements tool support for our approach. In Sec. IV we present related work before we conclude our work and present our future plans for the sql-schema-comparer library in Sec. V and Sec. VI.
II. DATABASE INTERACTION AND REFACTORING
In this section we explain how data is retrieved from a relational database using the programming language Java. We also explain how changes of the relational schema affect the interaction between Java code and databases.
A. Examples of Database Interaction in Java
We consider two approaches to database interaction with Java: (1) a direct approach utilizing SQL statements and (2) an abstracted approach utilizing an object-relational mapper. The following examples are based upon two representatives of these approaches: (1) the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) and (2) the Java Persistence API (JPA).
1) Direct Database Interaction with JDBC:
With JDBC developers define database requests with SQL. In JDBC a database query returns an object of type ResultSet representing the SQL query result. Listing 1 presents a possible definition of a query that retrieves all first names of employees starting with the letter M. Because of missing abstraction, JDBC requires detailed knowledge about the relational schema. For instance, in Listing 1 Line 5, the passed parameter must be an instance of class String because column firstname stores characters. Thus, a software developer must enforce type correctness.
2) Abstracted Database Interaction with JPA: JPA provides means to define a mapping between relational tables and object-oriented classes. This mapping is called objectrelational mapping (ORM). Thus, in contrast to JDBC, developers receive objects instead of plain data from a relational database.
Listing 2 shows an implementation of a class representing a department. In JPA, each class annotated with @Entity becomes part of the ORM, thus, class properties are mapped upon columns in the mapped relational table. Hence, regarding Listing 2, we expect a table departments (Line 2) with the two columns id (Line 10 and 13) and name (Line 15 and 17) 1 .
B. Database Refactoring and Interaction
The Database Refactoring website lists 69 database refactorings. 2 In the following we give examples on how database refactorings affect database interaction. To keep the following discussion concise, we focus only on two database refactorings, namely the Split Column Refactoring and the Introduce Column Constraint Refactoring.
1) Split Column Refactoring:
The purpose of the Split Column Refactoring is to separate information that is combined in one table column. Let's assume we have a database column amount storing an amount of money and its currency. We want to split the column into two columns amount and currency to make queries for the currency easier. Existing JDBC queries like in Listing 3 need to be adapted because the column amount does not hold any currency information after refactoring. A possible adaption is given in Listing 4.
With JPA, we need to extend the ORM to map to the new column currency. Therefor, we need a new getter/setter pair, e.g. getCurrency/setCurrency. A column constraint helps users with direct database access to preserve data quality. But applications accessing a table with constraints may not know about the restrictions enforced by the constraints. Such applications and their users are not able to handle the column constraints adequately. Developers of such applications may have to adapt the user interface and the applications database access to allow only such account types introduced by the Introduce Column Constraint Refactoring. Thus, the introduction of a column constraint by a refactoring may result in considerable effort to adapt related applications independent of the kind of database interaction.
III. SEMANTICS-PRESERVATION IN DATABASES
In Sec. II-B, we showed that a database refactoring may result in considerable effort to adapt interacting software applications. We argue that this is the result of different meanings of semantics-preservation for software applications and database schemes. This difference of semantics-preservation originates from a different semantics idea that is expressed in the term informational semantics [4] .
The informational semantics of a database is preserved if the same information is available before and after a database transformation. We call a database transformation preserving the informational semantics a database refactoring. For instance, the Split Column Refactoring (c.f. Sec. II-B1) preserves the informational semantics because after the refactoring the information from the original column is just distributed over two columns. The Introduce Column Constraint Refactoring (c.f. Sec. II-B2) preserves the informational semantics because the refactoring just states explicitly an implicit assumption about a column's content.
However, although database refactorings preserve a database's informational semantics, application developers still may need to adapt the application code to the schema modifications. The question how the application code needs to be adapted may only be answered by the application developers themselves. Thus, application developers need a tool that makes schema modifications visible in such a way that application developers can decide whether and how to adapt the application code to the schema modification. In the following, we discuss which schema modifications affect the interaction with databases and, thus, need to be considered by application developers. Then, we present sql-schema-comparer, a library to compare databases schemes, that provides functions to detect database modifications.
A. Schema Modifications Affecting Database Interaction
In Sec. II-B we discussed the Split Column and Introduce Column Constraint Refactoring. In the following, we discuss general database refactoring categories in contrast to specific database refactorings.
Database refactorings can be distinguished by five categories: Architectural, Data Quality, Performance, Referential Integrity, and Structural [4] . To keep the following discussion concise, we consider the categories Data Quality and Structural.
In simple terms, with Data Quality Refactorings we set constraints on a column's content and with Structural Refactorings we modify a tables structure. Thus, Data Quality and Structural Refactorings may affect interacting applications differently.
1) Data Quality Refactorings: Data Quality Refactorings modify column data and column constraints. Except for the Consolidate Key Strategy Refactoring no columns are created or removed. Thus, if one of the following conditions is fulfilled database queries still work in an application: 1) a column constraint is removed, 2) application provides data conforming with constraints, 3) modified data formats can be processed by the application. The first and the second condition are related: An application needs to comply with column constraints or it will not be able to insert/update data after refactoring. The first case is trivial because any data of the column's type will comply to non-existing constraints. The third condition points to issues after data format alignment: If the data format is changed, an application may not be able to process a new format, although the application may be able to insert/update data. For instance, assume we normalize telephone numbers stored in a database. After normalization applications may not be able to process the new format, although unnormalized data can still be entered into the database.
Data Quality Refactorings may not affect database interaction on first sight because refactorings may only affect certain corner cases. Therefore, after a Data Quality Refactoring, developers have to check the validity of all interactions.
2) Structural Refactorings: Structural Refactorings modify the structure of single tables as well as the whole database schema. Apart from the Introduce Calculated Column and Introduce Surrogate Key Refactoring, all Structural Refactorings rename, move, or drop schema elements, i.e. columns or tables. Therefore, after a structural refactoring an application will not be able to reference the modified schema element. Thus, Structural Refactorings affect database interaction if applied on a schema element that is accessed by an application.
B. SQL Schema Comparison
In Sec. III-A we discussed the effects of Data Quality and Structural Refactoring in regard to database interaction. In the following, we discuss important features a software tool has to provide for minimal support of developers adapting the interacting application code.
Effects of Data Quality Refactoring are not visible on first sight, thus, developers have to make qualified decisions about the impact of a Data Quality Refactoring. Therefor, tool support needs to find and present modified column constraints. Tool support for Structural Refactoring should be able to detect missing schema elements and to reveal the new position of moved schema elements. Therefor, a tool needs to be able to reveal the connection to other tables (foreign key relations) to show information about the new schema element's position.
Changes due to refactoring may be revealed by database schema comparison, thus, comparing the initial and the refactored database schema. In general, techniques for schema comparison are summarized under the term schema matching [6] .
We state that adaption of database interaction after database refactoring is a manual task that is not likely to be completely automated in all cases. Because the adaption is a manual task, gathering information for adapting database interaction should be automated to provide a benefit. Different methods exist to support the comparison of two database schemes [6] . But these methods may depend on user interaction to complete a schema match, because these methods assume arbitrary schema modifications. But a database refactoring is a well defined schema modification that can consist of the following steps: 1) Create, Drop, Rename Table  2 ) Create, Drop, Rename, Move Column 3) Add, Drop, Change Column Constraint A software tool can recognize single steps automatically if it has access to each single schema state after a step has been applied.
C. The sql-schema-comparer Library
We present sql-schema-comparer, a software library to compare and check SQL schemes. 3 The library allows to compare: 1) two SQL schemes, 2) an SQL statement and an SQL schema with each other. The library provides support for SQLite statements and schemes and elementary support for JPA annotations in Java files.
The schema comparison and statement validation is performed on a graph representation. The schema comparison algorithm is able to automatically detect small schema modifications as described in Sec. III-B.
We argue that the sql-schema-comparer library provides the necessary functionality to build the basis for more sophisticated tools that, additionally, provide visual hints to inform developers about SQL schema refactorings.
1) Implementation Details:
The library translates schema and statement information into a graph representation using the jgrapht graph library. 4 The graph contains nodes of type ISqlElement 5 implemented in the library and edges of type DefaultEdge (jgrapht). Tab. I lists all graph elements and their implementation in the sql-schema-comparer library.
Database
Graph sql-schema-comparer Table I : Graph elements and their respective Java types.
Nodes can represent tables or columns. Column nodes contain a list of column constraint information. Edges can represent a table-column relationship or a foreign-key relationship. Foreign-key relationships contain a relation between the referencing column to the referenced table and a reference to the foreign-key column in the referenced table. Fig. 1 shows an example graph that contains two table nodes t1 and t2 and four column nodes c1, c12, c21, and c2. The columns c1 and c12 are part of table t1 and the columns c21 and c2 are part of table t2. Additionally, the graph contains an edge representing a foreign-key relationship between column c12 and table t2 by foreign-key column c21.
The sql-schema-comparer library is able to create schema graphs of SQLite databases, SQL SELECT statements, and JPA entity source files (Java classes annotated with @Entity from JPAs namespace javax.persistence). Tab. II lists all front-end implementations available in the sql-schemacomparer library. Fig. 2 shows the schema graph creation 3 https://github.com/hschink/sql-schema-comparer 4 http://jgrapht.org 5 We skip the full namespace of sql-schema-comparer's internal types and mark classes of the jgrapht graph library accordingly. process. Note that, optionally, we are able to pass a database schema graph to the SQL Statement front-end. The SQL Statement front-end uses the database schema graph to augment the SQL statement's schema graph with type information that are not present in an SQL SELECT statement. The SQL schema comparison algorithm compares two SQL schemes by comparing each node of one schema graph with the nodes in the other schema graph respecting the tablecolumn and foreign-key relationship. Taking into account our assumption, after refactoring we find a mismatch for at most one node. For each matching column node the algorithm compares the list of column constraints to detect constraint modifications.
The SQL statement validation compares an SQL statement with an SQL schema. The validation tries to match each node of the statement graph with a node of the schema graph. Additionally, if the algorithm cannot find a matching column node (a node with the same identifier and table node), the algorithm tries to find the column in referenced tables. Therefor, the algorithm checks for each column that matches the missing columns identifier if it is reachable via a foreignkey relationship. Fig. 3 shows an example schema graph with column node c12 moved from table node t1 to table node t2. The algorithm first looks for all column nodes matching the identifier c12. In respect to Fig. 3 According to the classification by Rahm et al. [6] , the SQL schema comparison algorithm and SQL statement validation possess the following properties. Matching granularity is different for tables and columns: In contrast, the comparison of column nodes also involves table node comparison to detect moved columns. Thus, the algorithms combine element-level matching (matching only table nodes with each other) as well as structure-level matching. In addition to the node's type, matching involves the node's identifier, i.e., table and column name. Because the matching algorithm combines element-level and structure-level matching and name matching, the algorithm can be called a hybrid matcher. Finally, because we assume that only a single node changed between two schemes, we restrict matching cardinality to 1:1.
2) Use Cases and Examples:
The sql-schema-comparer library allows to compare two SQL schemes or an SQL statement with an SQL schema. In the following we describe the libraries application within a third-party application. For first tests you may use the library from the command-line. 6 Additionally, unit tests describe possible uses cases and expected results. a) Comparing SQL Schemes: For schema comparison we need to create a graph representation for each schema. Schema graphs are instances of class SimpleGraph (jgrapht) with the node type ISqlElement and edge type DefaultEdge (jgrapht). We may create instances manually or by parsing SQLite files. The latter is described in the following.
First of all we need to create an instance of the SQLite front-end as described in Listing 6, Line 1. The method createSqlSchema() of the front-end returns the schema instance for the SQLite file (Listing 6, Line 2).
The schema comparison is implemented in class SqlSchemaComparer which takes two schema instances on construction (Listing 7, Line 1). The field comparisonResult of an SqlSchemaComparer instance contains the match result. The match result contains the affected tables, columns, and column constraints. Because a comparison can only detect one refactoring step, the result can only contain one table or column. Listing 6) as well as for the SQL statement. Latter is possible with the SqlStatementFrontend front-end as shown in Listing 8, Line 1. The front-end takes at least an SQL statement. Additionally, it is possible to pass a database schema, so type and constraint information can be extracted for the columns mentioned in the SQL statement.
The database and statement comparison is implemented in class SqlStatementExpectationValidator (Listing 9, Line 1). The class takes a database schema instance on construction. Calling the method computeGraphMatching() with the SQL statement schema returns a matching result (Listing 9, Line 2). The result contains missing tables or columns and columns that appear to be moved to different tables.
IV. RELATED WORK
Two fields of research are addressed by this paper: multilanguage refactoring and schema matching. In the following, we discuss both fields separately.
A. Multi-Language Refactoring
The Cross-Language Link (XLL) framework allows multilanguage refactoring if language or technology-specific refactorings are available [7] . It is not discussed how the XLL framework can support developers if a refactoring exists for a database schema but not for object-oriented code or vice versa. Furthermore, the XLL framework has no support for semirefactored states, e.g., the database is refactored but the objectoriented code does not match with the refactored schema.
Many approaches exist that describe multi-language refactoring for programming languages of a common paradigm or with a common technological base. In [8] - [11] approaches are presented that use source-code meta-models, namely FAMIX, MOOSE, UML, and the Common Meta-Model to describe and modify code of object-oriented programming languages. The common idea of these approaches is to describe a refactoring once for the common meta-model and to re-use it on the different concrete languages. Because of this design syntactical elements of languages of different paradigms cannot be described and, thus, not be refactored.
B. Schema Matching
An overview of schema matching approaches are given in [6] , [12] . The presented schema matchers implement a general approach to schema matching. Thus, in contrast to the sql-schema-comparer library, they allow to compare arbitrary schemes with each other. Furthermore, because the presented schema matchers only determine match candidates, user interaction is still necessary to select valid match candidates. To the best of our knowledge no schema matching approach exists dedicated to the specifics of database refactoring.
V. CONCLUSION
Relational databases are an integral part of many modern software applications. Database interfaces exist for the majority of programming languages. However, modern IDEs provide no means for developers to recognize database refactorings or even simple schema modifications. Thus, developers are on their own to detect SQL schema modifications and to adapt their applications to a modified schema.
In this paper, we discussed the influence of database refactorings to interacting software applications. For this purpose we discussed two database refactorings in detail: (1) Split Column and (2) Introduce Column Constraint Refactoring. Furthermore, we discussed a minimal feature set that a tool should provide to support developers adapting their software application to a refactored database schema. Then, we concluded that we may only be able to automate schema modification detection under certain assumptions. Finally, we presented the sql-schema-comparer library that allows to detect schema modifications and to validate SQL statements against SQL schemes.
VI. FUTURE WORK
Using the sql-schema-comparer library requires a reasonable amount of user interaction and, thus, is not practically usable. In our ongoing work we focus on integrating the sqlschema-comparer library into the Eclipse IDE. The idea for Eclipse integration is to provide database refactoring support for Java for two use cases: (1) direct database access with the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) and (2) abstract database access with the Java Persistence API (JPA).
With JDBC we use SQL statements (c.f. Sec. II-A1) and with JPA we use JPA entities (c.f. Sec. II-A2) to interact with databases. The sql-schema-comparer library is able to compare SQL statements and JPA entities with a given SQLite database. Thus, in a future Eclipse plug-in, we are able to not only highlight those SQL statements and JPA entities that do not match with a given database schema but to give more detailed information about the mismatch. In a first step we may let the developer select the SQL statement or JPA entity as well as the SQLite database file that need to be compared.
Assume that a developer has access to each single change of an SQLite file's schema. 8 With the sql-schema-comparer library we are able to create a change history of the database's schema. The change history may provide useful information for adapting mismatching SQL statements or JPA entities to the new database schema.
